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Emagia Advances Digital Assistant Gia with New Skills  

to Enhance Enterprise Credit Operations 

Enterprise Credit Departments Can Now Augment Human Workforce with Digital 

Assistant Gia to Boost Credit Operations Productivity  

Emagia, a leading provider in the order-to-cash automation space, announced today 

that its flagship AI-powered digital assistant Giais now trained with new skills useful to 

assist and augment enterprise B2B credit departments.  

 

Gia, digital credit assistant is aimed to be the digital workforce for enterprise credit 

departments to help human staff accelerate B2B credit decisions, drive business 

outcomes and improve customer service in global companies.  

 

Many global businesses are grappling with the economic uncertainty amid the COVID-

19 pandemic and enterprise credit departments are at high alert to manage risk during 

this time. Remote workforce in the enterprise credit operations are inundated with the 

administrative tasks associated with the credit process. Gia, digital assistant, first of its 

kind for the credit departments, will augment and assist enterprise credit departments to 

be more efficient with administration tasks such as gathering information from various 

internet sites and external systems needed to verify the credit applications.  

 

Emagia’s digital credit assistant Gia, is now available as a subscription service in the 

cloud. Gia is a natural language-based digital assistant, like Siri and Alexa, operates on 

voice or chat commands. Here are some of the latest skills of Gia for credit processing 

● Business License Verification - Simply ask Gia if a company has a valid business 
license. Gia will search the business license sites and provide the valid business 
license ID 

● Resale Certificates Verification - Simply ask Gia if a company has a valid resale 
certificate,Gia will search the related government websites and provide the valid 
resale certificate. 

● OFAC Verification - SImply ask Gia if a foreign entity is safe to conduct business 
and Gia will provide OFAC Verification 

● Business Address Verification - Simply ask Gia for a valid business address for a 
company and get the verification instantly. 

● ABC License Verification - Ask Gia to verify the alcohol beverage license for your 
customer. 

 
 
 

http://www.emagia.com/
https://www.emagia.com/products/credit-management-software/


 

 
 
 

● Construction License Verification - Ask Gia to verify the construction license for 
your subcontractors. 

 
● Business Credit Scores - Simply ask Gia to pull up credit reports from D&B, 

Experian, Credit Safe, Credit Risk Monitor, Ansonia, NTCR and others bureaus 

 

Gia is now available in Emagia’s digital credit cloud solution, thecreditapplication.com 

designed to eliminate the manual time consuming credit application processes by 

adapting a paperless, AI/ML driven automated, highly efficient touchless process for 

instant approvals.  

To sign up for your digital credit assistant Gia, please visit our website - 

www.emagia.com/credit.  

 

About Emagia 

Emagia is a leading provider of digital order-to-cash solutions. Emagiaoffers an 

integrated cloud-based AI-powered fintech platform for receivables and treasury aimed 

to modernize global finance operations for the digital age. Emagia brings together the 

trifecta of automation, analytics and AI to drive hyper-efficiency in the accounts 

receivables processes including credit, collections, cash applications, deductions, 

electronic invoice presentment and payments.  Many global businesses and shared 

service centers have achieved significant and sustainable improvements to their cash 

flow, credit risk, operational cost, compliance and profitability with Emagia solutions.   

About Technvision Ventures Limited 

TechNVision Ventures Limited is pioneer in creating next generation enterprise software 

business. We innovate, incubate new ideas and foster entrepreneurship in the emerging 

areas of technology, Emagia Corporation., is an affiliate of TechNVision Ventures 

Limited. 

Connect with Emagia 

Visit our website: www.emagia.com 

Follow us on Twitter: @emagiacorp 

Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/emagiaCorporation 

Follow us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/emagia/ 
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